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                                    Decentralized 
Bank

                                    
                                       Decentralized 
Bank

                                       No one can block your wallet, Fully anonymous banking facility, Multisignature (multisig) accounts.

                                    

                                 
                              

                              
                                 
                                    

                                    Decentralized 
chat

                                    
                                       Decentralized 
chat

                                       Blockchain based fully encrypted decentralized personal and group chats.

                                    

                                 
                              

                              
                                 
                                    

                                    OTC
Trading

                                    
                                       OTC
Trading

                                       Over-the-counter (OTC) or off-exchange trading is done directly between two parties, without the supervision of an exchange. It is contrasted with exchange trading, which occurs via exchanges. A stock exchange has the benefit of facilitating liquidity, providing transparency, and maintaining the current market price. In an OTC trade, the price is not necessarily published for the public.
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Accelerator

                                    
                                       ICO
Accelerator

                                       Start your own ICO. You can issue your own token and list it for trading in just 5 min.

                                    

                                 
                              

                              
                                 
                                    

                                    Untraceable
Transactions

                                    
                                       Untraceable
Transactions

                                       Fully private accounts with no tracing. Your personal chain is encrypted and no-one can see your transactions.
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                                       Mining

                                       Everyone can mine LLC by running a Activenode to support the network(CommonCloud).

                                    

                                 
                              

                              
                                 
                                    

                                    Social
Network

                                    
                                       Social
Network

                                       Blockchain based and fully encrypted decentralized Social network. Forget about facebook, google or twitter tracking, blocking annoying ads. True democracy supported by blockchain network

                                    

                                 
                              

                              
                                 
                                    

                                    Decentralized
trading

                                    
                                       Decentralized
trading

                                       From day one You can trade with others without limits. 100k Transaction per second. The Block is generated every 2 seconds.

                                    

                                 
                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              Get you first 50 LLC for free NOW!

                              In order to get you LLC, you need to register here and type your ACCOUNT NAME here. Your wallet will be credited with LLC via telegram Bot after the reservation is over.

                              0 LLC AirDropped

                              
                                 
                                    
                                       
                                          
                                       

                                    

                                 

                              

                              
                                 0 LLC AirDropped
                                 0 LLC AirDropped

                                 0 LLC left
                              

                           

                        

                        
                           
                              Limited Airdrop

                              We will AirDrop 10,000,000 Coins(LLC)

                              to Telegram and Twitter users from 1st of April till the end of ICO Campaign
                              ON the 20th of April It'll be announced enhanced Bounty program with Twitter and Telegram participation. All scores of Grand AirDrop will be saved and announced to participants.

                              Register nowClick here to understand why LocalCoin is better than others
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	Transactions per second	100k	n.a.	n.a.	n.a.	n.a.	n.a.	n.a.	n.a.	 
	Fees	Free	1%	0.50%	0.20%	0.10%	0.20%	0.20%	0.10%	 
	Has been hacked before	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	 
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               LocalCoin DEX Trading Terminal

               
                  
                     
                        Zero Trading fee

                        There is no trading fees apart from the network ridiculously low commission. All you pay is fixed network fees just to push your transactions into the blockchain. There are also no added fees associated with trading the coin via Quantum Prime Profit

                     

                     
                        High performance

                        A Blockchain-based system that handles 100,000 transactions per second, with Bitcoin and Ethereum being not even close to that.

                     

                     
                        Stealth mode

                        Zero-knowledge super-secure transactions ('unknown' sent 'n' 'unknown' to 'unknown')". That means you can place blind transactions from your account to a secret account that cannot be viewed via any blockexplorer.

                     

                     
                        Maximum security

                        We don't have access to your account, simply because it is only You who hold secret key to it. There no way centralised trading platforms can compete with decentralization, full encryption, total anonymity, cold storage, rigorous access management.
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                        	Allocation of sharesShares
	Use of funds


                     

                     
                        
                           
                           

                        

                        
                           	10% (10 000 000 LLC) 
Air-DropAutomatically paid into the very first 100 000 registered accounts
	10% (10 000 000 LLC) 
Bounty Programallocated to bounty program for community engagement
	80% (80 000 000 LLC) 
Public Crowdsaleno maximum allocation to investors through entire crowdsale without burn of unsold
	1 000 000 000 LLC 
Development teamallocated to the development team (frozen by contract for 1 year)


                        

                     

                     
                        
                           
                           

                        

                        
                           	80% ($32 000 000) 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & MARKETINGFor business development, marketing & advertising. LocalCoin will implement broad marketing & advertising strategies to increase the user base of the platform upon launch. These strategies are refined and focused campaigns based on the data and analytics gathered during the LLC issuance.
	20% ($8 000 000) 
is Allocated for PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT:1. Integrate the Blockchain decentralized OTC trading(needed scientific research and 8-10 month development process) - Over-the-counter (OTC) or off-exchange trading is done directly between two parties, without the supervision of an exchange. It is contrasted with exchange trading, which occurs via exchanges. A stock exchange has the benefit of facilitating liquidity, providing transparency, and maintaining the current market price. In an OTC trade, the price is not necessarily published for the public.2. Integrate the Social Network(UI and core is ready but needed to be integrated with LLC blockchain) - Blockchain based and fully encrypted decentralized Social network, Forget about facebook , google or twitter tracking, blocking annoying ads. True democracy supported by blockchain network.3. Implement Untraceable transactions(ready needed UI development) - Fully private accounts with no tracing. Your personal chain is encrypted and no-one can see your transactions.4. SECURITY. Allocated to increase the security of the platform. LocalCoin offers trading in a large variety of digital assets. To protect against all possible threats multiple layers of redundancy have been implemented in wallet systems, and security critical processes abstracted to separate servers. A large allocation of crowdsale revenue towards security will provide users assurance that LocalCoin is a safe platform on which to trade.5. ADMINISTRATION. Allocated for administration costs incurred during the final development of the platform.6. For further development and expansion of the platform. This will enhance scalability and the number of features which will be offered on initial launch.


                        

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        Details

                        
                           
                              	NameLocalCoin
	SymbolLLC
	Timestamping schemeDelegated Proof of Stake and Proof-of-node


                           

                           
                              	TransparencyOpen source
	Block time2 seconds
	Witness Block reward0.65 LLC


                           

                           
                              	Activenode Block reward0.065 LLC
	LLC maximum total supply3 600 000 000 LLC
	Initial total issue1 100 000 000  LLC


                           

                           
                              	Circulating supply1 100 000 000  LLC
	Initial 1 LLC ICO price$ 0.5 US Dollar (USD)
	Available through pre-ICO80 000 000 LLC
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                        2018January
                        Founded

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2018February
                        Initial team members 
established

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2018April
                        Concept development

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2018August
                        Gateway for cryptocurrencies release

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        October2018
                        Web GUI

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        November2018
                        Official White Paper

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        December2018
                        Mac/Win/Linux GUI apps

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        January2019
                        Proof-of-node release

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2019February
                        Official Blockchain Launch

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2019February
                        AirDrop

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2019February
                        LocalCoin ICO and coin pre-sale launch

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        2019February
                        DEX (decentralised exchange) launch

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        March2019
                        Gateway for additional cryptocurrencies

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        Q22019
                        Trading chat release

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        Q32019
                        LocalCoin OTC release

                     

                  

                  
                     
                        Q32019
                        GUI blind transactions release
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                              Initial team members established
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                              Concept development
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                              Gateway for cryptocurrencies release

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2018October

                              Web GUI

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2018November

                              Official White Paper

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2018December

                              Mac/Win/Linux GUI apps

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019January

                              Proof-of-node release

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019February

                              Official Blockchain Launch

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019February

                              AirDrop

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019February

                              LocalCoin ICO and coin pre-sale launch

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019February

                              DEX (decentralised exchange) launch

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019March

                              Gateway for additional cryptocurrencies

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019Q2

                              Trading chat release

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019Q3

                              LocalCoin OTC release

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019Q3

                              GUI blind transactions release

                           

                        
	
                           
                              2019Q4

                              Blockchain Dice release
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                        Windows

                        

                        SHA-256 checksum:
26F3F62FCC2CE28CFCB3A01BFDA0E26F8605C3D800EF4EC2D452261E9E60BA67

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        Mac OS

                        

                        SHA-256 checksum:
79881CC1379B4550C06F08D912B2F6877D722F03766F4E4DB0C99338B433FE71

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        Linux (Debian)

                        

                        SHA-256 checksum: 6772600955f8f8376b8cd2a01b7c024f
680439d10fb5559942cd48ba8a414090

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        Web-version

                        

                        Web based LocalCoin Exchange and Wallet

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        Android Wallet

                        

                        Android LocalCoin Wallet

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        iOS Wallet

                        

                        iOS LocalCoin Wallet and Iphone and Ipad

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        GitHub source

                        

                        Decentralized Exchange client source

                     
                  

                  
                     
                        GitHub node release

                        

                        Decentralized Exchange node and console wallet

                     
                  

      
               

            

         
         
            
               

               Get LLC AirDrop NOW!!!

               The first 100 000 users receive 30+ LLC coins

               Get LLC NOW!
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               LocalCoin is THE true democracy decentralized ecosystem where everyone is free to do what they want and say what they want. LocalCoin is not a company or a person, it is a community of people who shares the same libertarian values and freedoms.
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                        Not a member yet? Register now
                     

                     
                  

               

               
                  Deposit to account: 
                  Address for deposit : 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  copy address
                  
                  
                  
                  IMPORTANT: Send only  to this deposit address. Sending less than or any other currency to this address may result in the loss of your deposit.
                  
               

            

         

      

      
      
      
      
   